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 “Pensar todo de nuevo” 
ROLF ART

The proliferation of online viewing rooms and live streaming since the 
global spread of Covid-19 has challenged us to rethink the time and 
space of the exhibition. Launched in May but in development since 
before the pandemic was known to have reached Argentina in March, 
“Pensar todo de nuevo” (Rethink Everything) became Rolf Art’s first 
show “conceived for an online format” (albeit with a physical version 
due to have opened by press time). The online presentation counteracts 
the limitations of screen-based exhibition formats by focusing on 
image-based works that translate effectively into the virtual sphere. 

Curated by Andrea Giunta, who also helmed this year’s Mercosul 
Biennial in Porto Alegre, Brazil (which was likewise migrated online, if 
less smoothly), the exhibition gathers twenty-four artists and one collec-
tive in a structure comprising six chapters. On entering the website—
available in Spanish and English—we are welcomed by a fragment of 
the curatorial text. Scrolling down the page, we find a two-minute 
promotional video about the show—a kind of teaser featuring images 
of the works and the curator speaking about the show—followed by a 
list of participating artists, and, finally, the chapters, which must be 
entered separately: “Body Policies (I),” “Forms That Administer the 
Body (II),” “Affects (III),” “Memories That Are Present (IV),” “Urban 
Signs (V),” and “Bodies and Nature (VI).” 

Drawing on feminism as both critical theory and practice, the 
works are rooted firmly in the present, with an eye on the radical 
questioning of hegemonic systems. The body is a constant throughout, 
linked to self-determination, affect, memory, public space, and nature. 
Given its questioning of monuments, Marta Minujín’s installation El 
obelisco acostado (The Obelisk Lying Down), 1978, resonates power-
fully at a time when iconoclasm has become part of popular and 
antiracist uprisings around the globe. The multichannel video work 
Llenos de esperanza (Full of Hope), 2001–2003, by Silvia Rivas, shows 
the artist struggling within a small rectangular space and can be read 
as an analogy of the lockdown that continues to affect so many people 
around the world. Adriana Lestido’s photographic series “Mujeres 
presas” (Imprisoned Women), 1991–93, compiles images of everyday 

life in captivity; the work is timely in a moment characterized by pre-
ventative isolation and an urgent need for the social reinsertion of those 
who’ve been imprisoned. Florencia Levy’s Tierra de ciervos (Deer 
Land), 2017, is represented by a photograph of an artificial lake of 
radioactive waste in northern China. Suspected of espionage, the art-
ist was arrested for taking the picture; the second part of the work, 
accessible through a QR code, is made up of shaky footage of her 
detention and interrogation. The reminder that the country where the 
novel coronavirus originated is a high-surveillance society where the 
police wield enormous power might lead us to ask what will happen 
in our own countries in the wake of the new controls necessitated by 
the pandemic.

In its digital form, “Pensar todo de nuevo” can be read in two ways. 
On the one hand, it critically examines our present-day reality with 
historical works that have acquired new meanings; on the other, it 
invites us to think about what kinds of artistic experience are made 
possible, and which are foreclosed, by virtual media. 

—Mariairis Flores
Translated from Spanish by Michele Faguet.

LONDON

Hanne Darboven and  
Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt
SPRÜTH MAGERS 

“I want what I want but what I want I cannot do but what I can, I’m 
not supposed to,” said Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, who produced an enig-
matic body of what she calls “typewritings” between 1979 to 1989, 
while living in what was then East Berlin.

“What else to do / but art/ what more to do / what less to do / what 
else to be / but to do,” Hanne Darboven (1941–2009) wrote gnomically 
to Sol LeWitt in 1971 from Hamburg and the relative freedom of West 
Germany. Although Wolf-Rehfeldt and Darboven never met, were 
unaware of each other’s work, and lived and made art in radically dif-
ferent circumstances, the two-artist exhibition “Zeichen der Zeit / Zeit 
der Zeichen” (“Sign of the Times / Times of the Sign”)—with its rid-
dling, aptly chiasmatic title—draws intriguing parallels between the 
two artists and their creative strategies of inversion, reversal, repetition, 
permutation, combination, and refusal.  

Darboven is well known for her elaborate, often room-filling instal-
lations in which complicated tautological systems of calendrical count-
ing and accounting play out across framed and gridded typewritten and 
hand-annotated foolscap. Ein Jahrhundert.1b (A Century.1b), 1971–
74, stretches across one wall of the gallery with one hundred sheets in 
twenty-five frames—one page for each year of its titular century. Each 
sheet presents its numerical equivalent according to the artist’s personal 
system of cross-sum calculations, with numbers typed out in words as 
well as drawn in her typical cursive arcs, which ululate silently across 
the upper quadrants of the pages. This work, like most of the artist’s 
oeuvre, is a product of her lifetime activity of Schreibzeit, or writing 
time, a daily process of what she called “writing without describing”—
filling pages with numbers, sums, signs, and symbols to reach a kind of 
pure and infinite writing void of referential meaning. 

Like Darboven, Wolf-Rehfeldt reimagined and repurposed the 
graphic, the typographic, and the numeric to turn ideas of sense and 
sensibility in on themselves, to create a different order of meaning. A 
trained typist, she used the anonymity of her machine to make modest 
but sly subversive typewritings: small typewritten or zincographic 
prints that slip between concrete poetry, graphic design, Conceptual 
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art, and linguistic studies. In Regenschauer (A regen) (Rain Shower 
[Raining A]), dating to sometime in the 1970s, the letter a rains diago-
nally across the page. Jagged streams of the letter point and point but 
indicate nothing in particular. In a group of works from the late 1980s, 
all titled Undeterminated Sum, glyphs, dashes, arrows, angle brackets, 
and other symbols form, on bright-blue paper, orderly lines that sub-
sequently dissolve into wilder shapes and forms, as if the graphics and 
their attendant logic have been torn, wrenched, undone.

In some ways, Darboven and Wolf-Rehfeldt couldn’t be more dif-
ferent. The former was prolific, widely shown, and celebrated in the 
contemporary art world; the latter, known only to a small circle, 
stopped making art when the Berlin Wall fell; her work circulated pri-
marily as mail art—she and her husband, Robert Rehfeldt, were the 
most prominent practitioners of the form in East Germany—and has 
only recently been “rediscovered.” But at the core of the work of both 
is a heartening commitment to illegibility as resistance: a subtle sabotage 
of the master’s tools (for Darboven, time, “a great invention, fiction”; 
for Wolf-Rehfeldt, the machinery of the state), an embrace of indeci-
pherability in a world whose systems and structures are neither natural, 
logical, nor right. And aren’t we all our own systems within systems, 
in any case? “It’s exhausting. It’s good. It’s idea. It’s idea. It’s good. It’s 
exhausting,” wrote Darboven, adding, in Beckettian fashion, “Going 
on is the enormous thing I do.” In spite of it all, I do it on my own terms, 
the works of these two artists resolutely say.

—Emily LaBarge

Gordon Parks
ALISON JACQUES GALLERY

Gordon Parks (1912–2006) made an indelible mark on American life. 
It marked him, too. Born into a poor Black family in segregated Kansas, 
Parks saw the brutality of racial strife early on: He almost drowned, at 
age eleven, after a group of white boys threw him into a river. Pinballing 
through various jobs in flophouses and brothels, he bought his first 
camera at the age of twenty-five. His 1948 documentary photos of a 
Harlem gang war for Life magazine made him a household name; later 
he pioneered the blaxploitation movie genre by directing Shaft (1971). 
This first installment of a two-part show tracked the case Parks made 

for American culture as Black culture, telling open secrets about lives 
rendered both highly visible and unseen.

In “Segregation in the South,” 1956, the first of two series featured 
in the show, Parks chronicled the racially divided Deep South. We see 
a family dressed in their elegant best—hats and dresses and starched 
white shirts—at a Nashville bus station under a sign reading colored 
waiting room. Elsewhere, children dressed in fire-engine-red outfits 
queue for ice cream under the colored sign. An old white woman 
serves them. The store’s brick wall is painted blinding white. Color 
whispers its punishing difference, with the injustice repeated so often—
white only, lots for colored—that it almost vanishes. 

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thornton, Mobile, Alabama, another work 
from the series, shows an elderly couple sitting together on a velveteen 
sofa. The husband looks serene in suspenders and tie, while his wife 
stares with an unflinching intensity, arms crossed. The pattern of her 
dress picks out his tie and the vase of flowers on the table. Behind them 
hangs a photograph of their younger selves: history as the quiet dignity 
of survival. Fragile and time-bound, Parks’s prints frequently insist on 
their status as bodies, moving now through the institutionalized white 
gallery space. And Parks sees color, despite the prohibitions connected 
with the idea, as self-expression. Two girls, head bowed outside a 
church, wear matching aquamarine dresses: twin oases that quench the 
eye. Elsewhere, a mournful-eyed boy, mouth downturned, wears a 
gaudy red cowboy hat. Is he playacting his own freedom? Or miming 
America’s expansionist colonial story, innocence already lost?

First glances interlace with generations of violence and trauma. A 
woman, holding her bonnet-clad baby, flashes a look of guarded dis-
trust. Elsewhere, three young boys stand behind a barbed-wire fence. 
The two Black kids hold toy guns. One stares pensively down the bar-
rel at the camera, while his friend squints to take aim. Meanwhile, their 
unarmed blond companion poses and grins, his expression so natural 
as to shade into menace. It’s a chilling, profound image, pulsing with 
the scars of history and a volatile future. Where do we learn who we’re 
meant to be? And how do we inherit what has come before us?

In the 1963 photo essay “Black Muslims,” Parks documented the 
Nation of Islam in gravely somber images, mostly in black and white. 
Ethel Sharrieff, daughter of movement leader Elijah Muhammad, 
dominates the camera with her implacable, blazing stare. An image of 
Black Muslim women praying, ranked in hijabs, counters violent media 
portrayals. liberty or death placards at a Harlem rally bluntly call 
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Untitled, Alabama, 
1956, pigment print,  
20 × 24". From the 
series “Segregation  
in the South,” 1956.
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Wir sind unabhängig und wollen es bleiben. Unterstützen Sie
uns dabei?

Späte Ehrung

Hochdotierter Altenbourg-Preis für Ruth Wolf-
Rehfeldt

Die 88-jährige Buchstaben-Grafikerin und DDR-Künstlerin
Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt geht mit ihrem späten Ruhm wunderbar
gelassen um.

25.11.2020 - 15:00, Ingeborg Ruthe

Foto: CC BY-SA 3.0 /Lutz Wohlrab

Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, Jahrgang 1932, für ihre
Schreibmaschinengrafik von der jungen Kunst verehrt. 
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Berlin - Arno Mohr, einer ihrer Ostberliner Grafiker-
Kollegen, hatte über den künstlerischen Ruhm im Alter
gesagt, er sei „wie Schaum auf der Welle“. Auch die Pankower
Grafikerin Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt nimmt ihre späte Berühmtheit
gelassen. Dass man sie seit ein paar Jahren wegen ihrer
„Typewritings“ gerade unter jungen Künstlern als
Avantgardistin feiert, genießt sie mit einer ruhigen
Heiterkeit.

Das war schon vor drei Jahren so, als die Einladung zur
Documenta 14 kam und ihre ungewöhnlichen
Schreibmaschinengrafiken für internationale
Aufmerksamkeit sorgten. Dabei machte sie dies schon seit
den 1970er-Jahren. Angefangen hatte es, wie sie erzählt, „als
Auseinandersetzung mit ihrem Brotberuf als Büroleiterin und
Schreibkraft“ in einem Ost-Berliner Betrieb. Sie hatte große
Lust, aus den öden Buchstaben und Zahlen was völlig anderes
zu machen, tippte am heimischen Küchentisch Zahlen- und
Buchstaben-Bilder auf ihrer „Erika“. Aus A–Z, aus Nullen,
Kommas und Pluszeichen, die sich zu seriellen Mustern
fügten, entstanden kleine ornamentierte Werke.

Ihre Präzision traf dabei auf subversiven Humor. Unter ihren
Händen wurden die schwarzen und roten Zeichen ihrer Erika-
Schreibmaschine zu Mustern, Schmetterlingen, Wellen, zu
fließenden Strukturen und kunstvoll gewobener Poesie. Das
Blatt „Concrete Shoe“ (70er-Jahre) zeigt Heerscharen von Cs,
Os und Ns, die sich diszipliniert zu einem klobigen
Damenschuh mit mittelhohem Absatz formen. Dies kann
ebenso als ironisches Beispiel konkreter Poesie gelesen
werden wie als Symbol für die Bewegungseinschränkungen
und ihren Wunsch, diese zu überwinden.
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Foto: imago images/Rolf Zöllner

Mail-Art von Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt,70er/80er Jahre,
ausgestellt auf der Documenta 2017.

Künstlerkollegen erkannten, wie einzigartig das war – und
sie wurde in den Verband Bildender Künstler aufgenommen.
Doch höher drang sie nicht durch, das realistische Bildwesen
dominierte die DDR-Kunstpolitik. Wolf-Rehfeldt galt als
Außenseiterin, als Gefährtin ihres als innovativ wie
unangepasst geltenden Mannes, dem Beuys-Freund, dem
Mail-Art-Künstler Robert Rehfeldt (1931–1991). Er war der
Hofnarr der DDR-Kunst, Beleg für deren „freie“
Internationalität. Zugleich wurde er argwöhnisch beobachtet
von der Staatssicherheit. Und so stand ihre Ausnahmekunst
eher im Schatten der seinen. Sie war in den 50er-Jahren nach
Ost-Berlin gezogen, hatte als kaufmännische Angestellte
gearbeitet, ihr Abitur nachgeholt und angefangen,
Philosophie zu studieren.

Als sie Rehfeldt heiratete, kam sie in die Ost-Berliner
Künstlerboheme und begann neben ihrer Arbeit im Archiv der
Akademie der Künste zu zeichnen, zu malen, lakonische
Gedichte zu schreiben. Dann entdeckte sie für sich die
Schreibmaschinentypen, zur selben Zeit, als der Philosoph
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Carlfriedrich Claus begann, aus fliegenden Buchstaben und
endlosen Schreibschriftsätzen aus Tinte und Tusche Bilder zu
machen. Beide Außenseiter wurden im DDR-Kunstbetrieb
geduldet, in ihrer Einzigartigkeit entdeckt wurden sie im
Mauerland nicht.

Achtungserfolge kamen eher von außen. Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt
schickte ihre Schreibmaschinengrafiken nach Westeuropa, in
den Ostblock, nach Nord- und Lateinamerika, Asien,
Neukaledonien. Ihre „Kunstpostbriefe“ boten Freiräume für
das Zurschaustellen von Kunst, für Austausch und –
unzensierte – Korrespondenz. Ihr Atelier in der Mendelstraße
wurde zu einem Szenetrepunkt. Die originalen Blätter
bewahrte sie auf, während Kopien ihrer Mail-Art in der
ganzen Welt kursierten. Seit der Teilnahme an der Documenta
14 vor drei Jahren ist die Autodidaktin mit ihrer
unkonventionellen Kunst eine Ikone für die jüngere
Generation.

Soeben wurde bekannt, dass Wolf-Rehfeldt den mit 50.000
Euro dotierten Gerhard-Altenbourg-Preis 2021 erhält,
ausgelobt wurde er vom Altenburger Lindenau-Museum. Der
Thüringer Altenbourg war ein berühmter, insbesondere im
Westen geschätzter und gesammelter Zeichner, der seiner
Stadt Altenburg einen Großteil seines Werkes hinterließ.
40.000 Euro des Preisgeldes werden kommendes Jahr für eine
große Wolf-Rehfeldt Ausstellung samt Katalog im Lindenau-
Museum aufgewendet. Es wird eine Schau des
„Lebenswerks“, vom Anfang, als sie noch mit Wörtern
spielte, bis hin zu den freieren Arbeiten. Sie verschate ihren
Buchstaben und Zahlen räumliche Dimensionen, formte mit
den Erika-Typen Kuben, Kästen, Käfige – ein Variationsspiel
zwischen Verdichtung und Begrenztheit. Als die Mauer
verschwand, ließ Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt ihre „Erika“
verstummen. „Es gibt schlichtweg keinen Bedarf mehr
dafür“, sagt sie.

Weitere aktuelle Themen
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Bourgeois und Maria Lassnig wurden erst im Rentenalter zu den Superstars, 
die sie heute sind. PerformancekOnstlerin Takako Saito hat mil 88 ihre erste 
Retrospektive bekommen, Rose Wylie wird mil 84 als Junge Wilde gefeiert. 

Christa Dichgans (1940-2018) gilt als ,,Grande Dame der deutschen Pop-Art". Aus 
dem Alltag machte sie Kunst. mrn: JAN BAUER 

GrOnde dafur gibt es fast so viele wie Artistinnen. Das fang! damit an, dass das 
lnteresse an Kunst insgesamt seit Jahren boom!, sodass standig neues Futter 
benotigt wird. Und die Darnen liefern fette Kost: ein unbekanntes, 
Oberraschendes CEuvre. Sie haben nicht nur einzelne Werke, sondern ein 
ganzes, reifes Werk vorzuweisen. 

Davon profitieren jetzt, zum 100. Geburtstag, auch endlich die Bauhausfrauen, 
denen sich auffallend viele Bucher, Fernsehfilme und Ausstellungen widmen. 
Ober Gropius isl eigentlich alles gesagt. Ober Anni Albers nicht. Besucher ihrer 
Solo-Show, die im letzten Jahr erst im DOsseldorfer K20, anschlier..end in der 
Londoner Tate Modern lief, waren verblOfft von ihrer ebenso abstrakten wie 
sinnlichen Textilkunst, deren Vielfalt und Offenheit gegenOber lnspirationen. 

,,Frauen malen nicht so gut" 

Anders als die Jungen hatten die Allen Jahrzehnte Zeit, ihr Werk zu entwickeln. 
Jahrzehnte, in denen sie kaum oder gar nicht beachtet wurden. Weil sie im 
Schatten der Manner, nicht selten ihrer eigenen, standen, weil sie keiner Schule 
angehorten, jenseits der aktuell angesagten Trends arbeiteten. Weil sie, ganz 
einfach: Frauen waren. Die es bis heute ungleich schwerer haben, ins Museum 
zu kommen. Vorurteile halten sich hartnackig. Noch 2013 erklarte Georg 
Baselitz im ,,Spiegel", ,,Frauen malen nicht so gut''. Und wer Kinder bekommt, 
hat es selbst im 21. Jahrhundert schwer, als KOnstler ernst genommen zu 
werden. Fur junge Valer gilt das nicht. Auch deswegen haben es die Allen 
einfacher: Sie sind aus dem gebarfahigen Alter raus. 

Was alien Frauen hilft, isl der Aufstieg der Kuratorinnen an die Spitze vieler 
lnstitutionen. So hat die Direktorin der Tate Galleries gerade entschieden, in der 
Ausstellung britischer Kunst seit 1960 fur mindestens ein Jahr nur 
KOnstlerinnen zu zeigen. lhr ging die Wiederentdeckung nicht schnell genug. 

Mehr zum Thema 

Lateinamerikanische Kunst in Paris 
Von Mexiko bis Patagonien 
Von Christiane Meixner 

Im Nachhinein gereicht den KOnstlerinnen die frOhere Nichtbeachtung durchaus 
zum Vorteil. Denn frei vom Druck des Kunstbetriebs machten sie einfach, was 
sie fur richtig hielten und nicht, was erwartet wurde. Jetzt werden sie bewundert 
fur die Hartnackigkeit, mil der sie ihre eigene Sache betrieben. So wie Carmen 
Herrera, die die ,,New York T imes" 2009 auf der T itelseite als ,,The Hot New 

Anzeige 

Thing in Painting" ankOndigte. Dabei hat die kubanischstammige New Yorkerin 
mil 89 ihr erstes Bild verkauft. Mil 103 malt sie immer noch ihre radikal 
reduzierten Werke, geometrische Abstraktion mil nie mehr als zwei Farben. 
Ermoglicht hat ihr dieses Leben ihr Mann, der als Englischlehrer das Geld 
verdiente und sie bat, keinen Brotjob anzunehmen, sondern zu Hause zu 
bleiben und Kunst zu machen. 
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This moment of transition has a parallel in one of collage’s most

fundamental principles: the transfer of material from one context to

another and its arrangement in order to produce a new reality, whose

coherence follows no other rules than those of a fabricated new logic.

Collage is said to be a subversion of all conventional figure-ground

relationships and one of the most plastic materializations of  the

notions of difference and context, but most importantly it can be

understood as an attempt to bring together life and work literally onto

a same unique surface, determining and perhaps contradicting the

distance between them.

.

at ChertLüdde, Berlin (http://chertluedde.com)

until 11 November 2017

.

“A – The Mail Art Archive of Ruth Wolf-

Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt ”

 

The exhibition The Mail Art Archive of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert

Rehfeldt presents the archive of Mail Art works received by the two

German artists Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt, from the

beginning of the 1970s until the early 1990s.

Ruth Wolf and Robert Rehfeld met in Berlin in 1954 and married one

year later. They played a central role in the dissemination and

development of the Mail Art Movement in Germany. Their activity,

spanning for more than two decades, created an impressive web of

connections between artists and artistic groups from all over the

world.

The archive of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt represents a



unique chance to begin to explore the Mail Art movement, with all the

intricacies and richness of the personal relationships and artistic

conversations of its protagonists. This project brings to light an

important part of this puzzle, much more remains to be uncovered,

hidden in personal archives.

The exhibition presents all correspondence with artists whose

surname (or name of an artistic group) begins with the letter A. Every

single piece will be available to be accessed by the public, while a

publication will present an indexed list of the contents.

A selection of works will be displayed in vitrines while the rest will be

alphabetically numbered and archived inside folders, that the visitors

can browse through and take out to closely review.

Another section will be dedicated to some of the books f rom the

artist’s archive, again books whose title or content is connected with

the letter A or which address the alphabet as such. A video slide show

presents a collections of stamps created and used by different artists

in their Mail Art correspondence.

The exhibition will be further the beginning of a large scale

publication project also titled “The Mail Art Archive of Ruth Wolf-

Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt”. To each letter of the alphabet a single

book will be dedicated, where again the same criteria apply. Each

book contains a long alphabetical numbered list, showing artists’

names, title, description, country of origin and year of what they sent.

The books also include some of the works, following the order in the

list. The correspondence is reproduced in original size. When this

exceed the A4 format or scaling is necessary because of layout the

scale of their reproduction is made clear in the caption of the image.

.

at ChertLüdde, Berlin (http://chertluedde.com)

until 11 November 2017
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Ruth Wolf-
Rehfeldt and
Robert Rehfeldt
ChertLüdde, Berlin, Germany

B Y YAN N  C H AT E I G N É

There is a tradition that places the archive amidst a set of notions

indebted to Jacques Derrida’s meditations on ‘fever’, ‘spectres’ and

‘hauntings’. The archive, in this respect, represents an exploration of

the dark side of history; a navigation of, exploration of, hidden pasts.

‘A: The Mail Art Archive of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt’ at

ChertLüdde, Berlin, takes a wholly different tact, luminously

associating the archive with fluid concepts such as networks,

friendships and anonymity.

Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt was born in East Germany in 1932 and relocated

to Berlin in 1950, where she met her husband, the experimental artist

Robert Rehfeldt. In 1970, she began her ‘Typewritings’ series, which

she continued until the Berlin Wall came down in 1989. Her recently

rediscovered catalogue comprises almost 1,000 of these works:

geometric visual poems, typewritten on A4 paper so as to be

distributed by mail, which range from abstract typographic repetitions

to emotional linguistic experiments to renderings of architectural

shapes, objects and human silhouettes.
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Ruth Wolf-

Rehfeldt, A wie

Arsen, 1972,

carbon copy of

original

typewriting, 30 x

21 cm. Courtesy:

The Ruth Wolf-

Rehfeldt and

Robert Rehfeldt

Mail Art Archive

and ChertLüdde,

Berlin

What is most striking about this exhibition is its modest display. No

‘atlas’, no ‘constellation’, no ‘artist’s museum’, just a few vitrines,

some framed works and a series of alphabetized files into which the

viewer, having donned white gloves, can dig. The exhibition includes

mail art that was sent to the couple by an international community of

artists, collectives and collective publications whose names begin with

the letter A, but it revolves around two central works. The first, by

Robert, is a newsletter that was sent in 1977 as part of the ‘Artworker

Actual News’ series; the second, a seminal work by Ruth, A wie Arsen

(1972), a concrete poem in the form of a wide capital A. This

exhibition, and the comprehensive catalogue that accompanies it,

introduces a major publishing project that will see a total of 26 books

produced under the umbrella of The Mail Art Archive of Ruth Wolf-

Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt, each of which will be organized around

a different letter of the alphabet. This curatorial logic reveals a tension

between the couple’s painstaking coordination of their artist network

and the informality of the archival process itself – the pair having

chronicled the myriad submissions in a subjective, personal way. In

this sense, the choice of placing these two works at the centre of the

show makes sense: this archive is founded in the rational attempts of

two individuals to establish themselves as part of a global,  artistic

map, but it is a map that is brought into existence by notions of

shared authorship, omnipresence and cross-contamination.

Accordingly, A wie Arsen translates as ‘A for Arsenic’.
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"A –The Mail Art Archive of  Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt”, exhibition view

at ChertLüdde, Berlin, Germany. Courtesy: The Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert

Rehfeldt Mail Art Archive and ChertLüdde, Berlin

The choice of the letter ‘A’ as an organizing principle for this exhibition

might be interpreted as a statement. ‘A’ is for the artists’ archive, one

that differs from that of the institution in its aims, internal

organization and the way it is circulated. ‘A’ is also for anonymity, and

the way that the display includes anonymous productions – works

that were not assigned, but were meant to exist as floating objects.

‘A’ could also refer to the Swiss artist John Armleder, whose collective

Ecart employed a similar method in the 1970s and ’80s in order to

confuse the frontiers of artistic production and circulation. Armleder is

represented in the archive by postcards, invitations and poems, one of

which, from 1975, provides poetic support for this exhibition’s

proposition that the archive can exists as a fluid, cohabitated space: ‘I

have often seen my works, but signed with other names’.

YANN CHATEIGNÉ

Yann Chateigné is a curator and writer based in Berlin. He is an

associate professor and researcher at Geneva School of Art and

Design.
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by DOREEN MENDE February 11, 2015

“SIGNS FICTION: Ruth Wolf-
Rehfeldt” and “HOME ARCHIVES:
Paulo Bruscky & Robert Rehfeldt’s
Mail Art Exchanges from East
Berlin to South America”
CHERT, Berlin

January 10–March 28, 2015
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How can one detach oneself from the contemporary communicative capitalism
that legitimizes the perpetual upgrading of governmental surveillance, as recently
exemplified by certain state responses to the shootings at the offices of Charlie

Hebdo in Paris? A valuable point of entry is the work of artists who lived under
extreme conditions of state control, such as those instituted under the one-party
socialism of the GDR or the military dictatorship in Brazil during the late Cold
War—artists that defied massive national surveillance strategies while risking a
systematic exclusion from institutional support. “SIGNS FICTION” and “HOME
ARCHIVES,” two exhibitions at Chert, offer a compelling, non-historicizing
insight into the capacity of artistic strategies with geo-poetic quality to move
below monitoring powers.

Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt (b. 1932) is one of these artists. Living in the Berlin
neighborhood of Pankow (formerly of East Berlin) after World War II, Wolf-
Rehfeldt made zincographic prints of visual poetry composed of typographic
signs. Her “typewritings” from the early 1970s to the 1980s are presented here in
a solo exhibition for the first time in decades. Presented in eight sections, with
sets of A5 and A6 prints on tables designed specifically to correspond with the
graphic layout of a particular work by Wolf-Rehfeldt (Cages on the run, 1980s),
the installation displays the original copies of works that the artist sent to
hundreds of friends worldwide. Asking Wolf-Rehfeldt about the presence of the
Stasi during her active years as a mail artist, she responds with understated
humor: “Oh, yes! They were present!”(1) It sounded as if the functionaries forced
to read Mail Art were always spectators of her work, integrated into its methods
for making them hopefully confused.

Wolf-Rehfeldt’s “lettristic” approach visualizes, for example, in Wucherungen

(1970s) the German words “Wucherungen” [proliferation] of the “Gedanke”
[thought] around a “Stamm” [trunk] into a typographic image. Punky 2 (1970s)
uses the slash to turn the letter M into the shape of a crashed R that resembles a
walking head. This personification of a letter carries a futuristic narrative—or a
sign of fiction—that the Stasi functionary in the control room at the post office
would not be able to understand at all. A set of architectural prints, furthermore,
contains the typewriting Untitled (1970s) that transforms the letters a and o plus
the full stop into an axonometric drawing that could be read as an image of the
Brandenburg Gate, which certainly provides an oblique commentary on the
divided city.

Wolf-Rehfeldt’s practice emerges from her philosophical investigations into
linguistics combined with her frustration at her position as an Office Manager in
East Berlin. With artist Robert Rehfeldt (1931–1993), she lived and worked on
Mendelstrasse in Berlin-Pankow. Over decades, their apartment became a refuge
and a meeting place for intellectual and political friendships defined by a shared
critique of and distance from the rules of socialist realism in the GDR. Rehfeldt
was a key figure in the East German Mail Art scene, categorized by authorities as
suspect because of its potential to spread “counter-revolutionary cynicism,” as
Gerhard Bondzin, president of the Verband Bildender Künstler der DDR
[Association of Visual Artists of the GDR] from 1970–74, wrote in an official
report of the time.(2) However, Rehfeldt was not a dissident artist but rather
challenged the official doctrine of the era with its own means of internationalism.
On prints, postcards, and Fluxus-like graphics, he often wrote or stamped
declarations such as “Artworker. Actual News,” “Art Time in Europa,” “postes
cosmique,” or “Make a Creative World Now” to be sent around the world. The
sender’s address often includes “Contart Bureau” on the envelopes, which reads
as a self-branding strategy named after the neologism “Contart” from “contact”
and “art”—to use the original English, the language spoken by the US, the class
enemy of the GDR. In the context of isolated East Berlin under the GDR, all this
inevitably declares the absolute dedication to art as a means of imagining a life in

1 View of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, “SIGNS FICTIONS,” Chert,
Berlin, 2015.

2 View of “HOME ARCHIVES: Paulo Bruscky & Robert
Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges from East Berlin to South
America,” Chert, Berlin, 2015.

3 View of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, “SIGNS FICTIONS,” Chert,
Berlin, 2015.

4 Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, Cages on the run, 1980s.
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a world without walls and borders: a political statement. In other words, for
Rehfeldt, the space of art is the only possible place for not getting involved with
the ideology of fear of a monitoring power.

Around 1975, Rehfeldt began a long-term exchange with the Brazilian poet-artist
Paulo Bruscky (b. 1949), who was also living through politically oppressive times.
Bruscky confronted the military dictatorship with a kind of porous conceptualism
that found its expression in various forms of poetry realized as process-related
postal actions, urban performances, Xerox performances, and x-rays from his
skull (he used medical materials, as he had a day job working in health
administration), among extensive Mail Art activities. The exhibition “HOME
ARCHIVES” presents a selection of works that Rehfeldt and Bruscky sent to each
other, and which are now archived in each of the artists’ homes.

Curated by art historian Zanna Gilbert and artist David Horvitz, the exhibition
results from Gilbert’s theoretical concerns entangled with Horvitz’s ongoing
interest in the artistic present and future of Mail Art and constitutes a profound
contribution to contemporary readings of archival bodies of work. The exhibition
takes the form of a constellation of three composed tableaux with Bruscky’s
works from Rehfeldt’s archive under protective glass, displays highlighting single
pieces from Bruscky, and a blue wall with a projection of photographed material
of Rehfeldt’s correspondence in Bruscky’s archive juxtaposed with Rehfeldt’s
working table. The postal exchange between Rehfeldt and Bruscky allows us to
study the geographic capacity of poetry to travel inside politically troubling
conditions. Art here defends its distance from governmental powers through a
geo-poetical rendition that continuously tests, tricks, and challenges surveillance
systems and border control by simple typographic means. In one of Bruscky’s
untitled prints from c. 1977, the word “DIS-TÂNCIA” [dis-tance] is divided by
placing the first syllable at the left top corner and the second one at the right
bottom corner of the same page, leaving a gap in a double sense: to take distance
geographically and politically through the means of visual poetry.

After all, if communicative capitalism builds on the fantasies of abundance,
participation, and wholeness that combine to depoliticize contemporary
communication,(3) then “SIGNS FICTION” and “HOME ARCHIVES” introduce
us to creative tactics of geo-poetical rendition, which are not reducible to
communication nor subject to the policed transparency of monitoring powers,
but instead travel on their own terms—perhaps a model we can learn from.

(1) From a private conversation with the artist, January 10, 2015.
(2) Friedrich Winnes and Lutz Wohlrab (eds.), Mail Art Szene DDR 1975–1990

(Berlin: Haude & Spener, 1994).
(3) Jodi Dean, “Communicative Capitalism: Circulation and the Foreclosure of
Politics,” Cultural Politics vol. 1, no 1 (2005): 51–74.

Doreen Mende is faculty member of the Dutch Art Institute. She recently curated “KP Brehmer
Real Capital – Production” for Raven Row in London.

5 Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, Growth (diptych), 1970s.

6 View of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, “SIGNS FICTIONS,” Chert,
Berlin, 2015.

7 View of “HOME ARCHIVES: Paulo Bruscky & Robert
Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges from East Berlin to South
America,” Chert, Berlin, 2015.

8 View of “HOME ARCHIVES: Paulo Bruscky & Robert
Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges from East Berlin to South
America,” Chert, Berlin, 2015.

9 View of “HOME ARCHIVES: Paulo Bruscky & Robert
Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges from East Berlin to South
America,” Chert, Berlin, 2015.

Paulo Bruscky & Robert Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges at Chert Gallery, Berlin

Paulo Bruscky, “Untitled (Ferrogravura),” ca. 1975-1991. Photo by David
Horvitz. Image courtesy of Chert gallery, Berlin.
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COLD WAR DOMESTICS—HOME ARCHIVES: PAULO BRUSCKY & ROBERT REHFELDT’S MAIL ART
EXCHANGES FROM EAST BERLIN TO SOUTH AMERICA AND SIGNS FICTION: RUTH WOLF-REHFELDT AT
CHERT GALLERY, BERLIN, JANUARY 10 – MARCH 28, 2015.

Over sixteen years of a committed artistic
collaboration organized and almost entirely
mediated by the mail, Brazilian artist Paulo
Bruscky (b. 1949) and East German artist Robert
Rehfeldt (1931-1993) exchanged materially
modest, if conceptually bold, artworks to
overcome immense physical and political
obstacles. Crossing 5,000 miles and two
repressive Cold War-era regimes, their mail art
often trucked in slogans and icons that were at
once immediately identifiable and laden with
artistic metaphor and ingenuity. Bruscky's
Ferrogravura (iron engravings) —the brown burn
of a hot iron on paper—are innovations in
domestic printmaking that reveal the artist's
humor, as well as a necessity for resourcefulness
and creativity in a country governed by military rule. Rehfeldt responded to comparable conditions in
East Germany, and maintained, like Bruscky, an earnest and idealistic confidence in art's capacity to
speak and redefine universal languages. In his East Berlin atelier, he stamped out the slogans of his
"contart" (contact + art), dropping in the mailbox a vision for socially engaged culture: "ARTISTS OF ALL
COUNTRIES UNITE;;" "MAKE A CREATIVE WORLD NOW;;" "KUNST IM KONTAKT IST LEBEN MIT DER
KUNST" (ART IN CONTACT / IT'S LIFE IN ART).

Both artists are well known within their geographic and media canons. Bruscky, an artist still active in
Brazil today, is also famous for his performance art and public actions, works that, like his mail art,
highlight the important role an audience plays in the meaning-making of art. Rehfeldt worked primarily
in mail art, but is also credited with East Germany's first performance art piece (Ich bleibe in der DDR [I
am staying in the GDR], 1953). He also worked with Super-8 film and video, and is considered one of
East Germany's most influential experimental artists.

Central figures in the global mail art network, Bruscky and Rehfeldt corresponded with each other
between 1976 and 1991. A rare look at this exchange was on display at Chert gallery in Berlin. Home
Archives curators Zanna Gilbert, postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Drawings and Prints at The
Museum of Modern Art, and artist David Horvitz have intimately arranged dozens of documents in this
small and unusual space. In the absence of much introduction or contextual intervention, viewers come
upon these artist communiqués as if the gallery were a neatly exploded mailbox, or "home archive" as it
were.(1) The exhibition presents a sizable selection of the mail Rehfeldt received from Bruscky,
organized thematically by genre and recurring motifs along long tables, on walls, or in vitrines. Bruscky's
Homework pieces explore a deliberate naiveté, which, placed next to a series of photographs titled The
Fallen Wall intimate a more profound message, namely a sensitivity toward Rehfeldt's East Berlin
environs.

The curators' choice to install a series of "automatic drawings" generated from EEG-scans of Bruscky's
brain (My Brain Draws Like That) in the gallery's highest reaches emphasizes that privacy and ineffability
formed part of the artist's practice. Rehfeldt's working table sits heavily in a corner beneath these
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Paulo Bruscky & Robert Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges at Chert Gallery, Berlin

Robert Rehfeldt, ca. 1975-1991, from Paulo Bruscky archive in Recife.
Photo by Zanna Gilbert. Image courtesy of Paulo Bruscky archive and
Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt.

jagged drawings, both a mise-en-scène for the postal collaboration on display and a memorial for a man
with an immense and highly mythologized importance for several generations of East Germany's artists.
His contributions appear in the exhibition by proxy. A whirring slide projector casts images from
Bruscky's Rehfeldt archive in Brazil at 15-second intervals. The contrast in presentation underscores the
singularity of the East German artist's style, which tended to use more text than Bruscky, often in
multiple languages. Ironically, it was reportedly difficult to communicate directly with Rehfeldt. Though
burdened with a stutter since a childhood accident, the greater obstacle seems to have been his
insistence on answering phone calls in languages other than German.(2) The curator's choice to keep
this work an ocean away honors the spirit and material realities of a unique artistic collaboration, whose
distance likely enabled a more intimate engagement on Rehfeldt's part. Aside from one pivotal visit
Bruscky made to East Berlin in 1982, the artists' friendship was entirely mediated through and by the
post.

Though the letters are ordered, that is to say
curated, Home Archives nevertheless feels a bit
like happenstance, mirroring its curatorial team's
own introduction to the Bruscky/Rehfeldt
correspondence. A few years ago in Recife,
Gilbert's doctoral research led her to Rehfeldt's
missives, catalogued carefully in Bruscky's
enormous mail art archive. Across the world in
Berlin, Horvitz, a mail artist himself, visited
Rehfeldt's home archive of artwork
correspondence where he saw Bruscky's end of
this exchange.(3) Both Gilbert and Horvitz were
taken with the depth of this friendship recorded in
years of communication. Home Archives reflects
the seductive challenge of translating traces

(pieces of mail, smudges of ink, bent and torn envelopes) to understand a bond.(4) Likewise, the
decision to keep the archives apart reflects the curators' cross-continental processes of finding and
gathering this information, an experience that parallels in part the distances Bruscky and Rehfeldt
overcame through their mail art to each other.

The aesthetic of these letters is decidedly cluttered, and often imprecisely wrought with stamps,
typewriters, and makeshift at home materials. The artists usually chose symbolic communications over
the complex, preferring more immediate messages, which emphasized connectivity, in particular art's
function as a social conduit. Whether interpreted individually as discrete works or en masse, the
Bruscky/Rehfeldt exchange emphasizes the fundamental equality and necessity of sending and receiving
a message. Both artists were dedicated to using art to strengthen human-to-human contact, which, in
the geopolitical conflicts under which their friendship grew, enacted a kind of citizen agency outside the
reach of two oligarchic states. Bruscky's mail art emerged as an alternative artistic language that sought
to both evade state surveillance and the trappings of ideologically motivated art making. Rehfeldt,
working in a country that valued art's prefigurative ethical function, emphasized the realism of the
everyday and the immediate through his "art in life" philosophy. Both wanted to exceed geographic
context and take part in a global artistic conversation.(5) By engaging in a global mail art network,
Bruscky and Rehfeldt contributed to a community of artists who embraced a nonhierarchical approach to
art making and display that emphasized the importance of the everydayness and accessibility of art.
Though mail art was most often exchanged privately, exhibitions, summits, and publications also
fortified and expanded these transnational communications.(6) In the case of Bruscky and Rehfeldt, mail
art also enabled otherwise impossible exchanges. Because for a time neither artist could visit the other's
country, their messages acted in part as self-representations, messages that could narrow the
geographic and political distances that kept them apart.
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Paulo Bruscky & Robert Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges at Chert Gallery, Berlin

Paulo Bruscky, a selection of envelope works, ca. 1975-1991. Photo by
David Horvitz. Image courtesy of Chert gallery, Berlin.

Working within idiosyncratic national contexts of
material privation and bureaucratic absurdity,
both Bruscky and Rehfeldt innovated methods to
circumvent, underscore, or even highlight these
conditions without submitting to them. For
example, both artists' use of the rubber stamp—
with its overtones of officialdom—deliberately
engaged the languages of their oppressors to
invert and defang this power. Bruscky's "envelope
poems" are here particularly germane. On one
envelope, the profile of a Native American is
attached to the outline of a male torso stamped
internally with a red bleeding heart, an added
signification that reflects Brazil's indigenous and
European identities and histories. The man speaks
Rehfeldt's East German address. This, the only text on the envelope to be written in long hand, appears
framed in a speech bubble, interrupted by the stamp of two hands shaking in agreement. A whimsical
butterfly renders the nearly imposing text "FELIZ" (happy) that appears in the envelope's upper left at
once sincere and ironic. Bruscky frequently uses human figures, animals, and objects to soften the
intentionally mechanical tone of his stamped out communications. The remainder of the envelope's text
vacillates somewhat between the bureaucratic and the artistic. The smearing stamp of "IMPRESSOS"
(printed matter) could be either the hasty work of a post office employee or a Bruscky addition that
compliments his "MAIL ART" message and the even more inconspicuous "ARTE VIA AEREA" (Art via the
air, or simply, Air-art). A square blue diamond is ambiguous, perhaps a visual cue to the postal workers
processing this letter from Recife on September 26, 1977. Bruscky's visual poem indeed acknowledges
the hands that will hold his letter before it would arrive to its intended East Berlin recipient. His
confidence in art's ability to connect and impact its audience then expands in service of his selected
medium, namely the mail in and of itself. Meanwhile, the screen-print images of his head on the inside
of some of these envelopes are literally covert arrivals accessible only to Bruscky's intended recipient.

Rubber-stamped messages likewise emblazon nearly all of Rehfeldt's works, both as central elements
and as their supplements. In one piece projected onto Home Archive's back wall, the text "DADA IS
DEAD / CONTART LIVING IN YOUR MAILBOX" appears in large, evenly spaced block letters. Three
additional stamps accompany Rehfeldt's proclamation: a framed "ACTUAL POST" confirms the paper's
category, the circular "POSTAL ARTE CREATIVA" recalls a post office stamp of origin, and a serif-script
font reading "Robert Rehfeldt" approximates the artist himself. With all three either askance or in
another ink color or font, these stamps resemble official approvals added by another—even several—
authorities, and mimic the look of a mailed envelope. That Rehfeldt's signature appears a second time in
pencil at the base of the image at once adds a human touch to this work and also distances the artist
from the stamped signature that fades into the upper right corner. He doubles his presence here, while
also emphasizing his dependency on the mechanics and approximations that he had to use in order to
connect with Bruscky.



Paulo Bruscky & Robert Rehfeldt’s Mail Art Exchanges at Chert Gallery, Berlin

Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, ‘Kleine Figuration I,’ 1980s, zincography, 14.5 x 10.5
cm. Photo by Jennifer Chert. Image courtesy of Chert gallery, Berlin.

Not to be overlooked is the role that Rehfeldt's
wife, Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, played in this cross-
continental story. Also a mail artist, she worked
on a smaller, more meticulous scale than her
husband and was less invested in the conceptual
networking practice of mail art as a
communicative conduit to other artists.(7) Wolf-
Rehfeldt was nevertheless instrumental in keeping
the couple's network of artists organized.
Meticulous index cards cataloguing contacts and
correspondence appear copied and installed as
wallpaper in Chert's second entryway gallery
space.

In a parallel exhibition Signs Fiction, gallerist
Jennifer Chert presents a fascinating selection of
Wolf-Rehfeldt's typewriter poem postcards. The
small-format works render type into three-
dimensional space, sometimes simply graphic,
sometimes more objectively referential, and often
composed from words: "ARTMOSPHERE," "TO,"
"FROM," "GEDANKE" (thought). Wolf-Rehfeldt's
hand, translated into typewriter, is precise and
hypnotic, a fine combination that illustrates her
attentions to the international languages of
minimalism and other orderly postmodernisms of
her contemporaries both within and beyond the
East Bloc. The visual poems are quite still as

compared to the next room's hastier rhythm, and offer a second simultaneous example of Cold War
artistic production. These two exhibitions connect more fundamentally in the intimacy and domesticity of
the works on display. These artworks stand out not only in their historical markings, that is, as
documents of a previous era, but also in the commitment they maintain to the simplest, or most
foundational, artistic ambitions: to communicate, to explore, to self-represent, to make art, as Rehfeldt
would say, "trotzdem"—nevertheless.

NOTES

1. For more detail on Rehfeldt/Bruscky from the curators, see: Zanna Gilbert, "The Human Letter: Mail Art Exchanges between East
Berlin and Northeast Brazil in the 1970s," Fillip, no. 20 (Spring 2015);; Matteo Mottin, "Expanded | Home Archives. Chert, Berlin,"
interview with Zanna Gilbert and David Horvitz, ATP Diary, January 11, 2015, http://atpdiary.com/exhibit/expanded-home-archives-
chert/. [back]

2. Wolfgang Leber, "Gruß an einen Mailartisten ohne Antwort – Der Grenzgänger Robert Rehfeldt" in Robert Rehfeldt. Kunst im
Kontakt, Lutz Wohlrab, ed. (Berlin: Wohlrab Verlag, 2009), 18. [back]

3. In the intervening time, Horvitz has also begun sending Rehfeldt's widow, Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, mail art and is now included in her
archive. One of these works is modestly displayed without a label in the Home Archives exhibition. [back]

4. Horvitz in "Expanded," op. cit.: "When I was looking at Bruscky's work, it was on Robert's old work table. There were smudges of
ink on the table from years of using rubber stamps. I thought this was nice, this layer of ink on the wood, like a palimpsest,
attesting to this life-long commitment to a creative practice. It was like someone's life, all that time, collapsed into smudges of
ink." [back]

5. The range of their correspondence reflects the success of these ambitions. Among a long list of pivotal figures, both corresponded
with Ray Johnson in New York and Rehfeldt enjoyed a strong German-German bond with Joseph Beuys. [back]

6. A call for participation from Paulo Bruscky and his mail art collaborator in Brazil, Daniel Santiago, inviting artists to participate in
the First International Out-Door Exhibition in Recife in January 1981, as well as plans for a similar exhibition in 1978, are installed
on one of the gallery walls. Both calls indicate that all artists who submit the proper materials would be included. [back]

7. Anne Thurmann-Jajes, "Robert Rehfeldt and Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt. Their GDR-Based International Network," setup4, no. 1 "Artists'
Publications" (2013), http://www.setup4.de/ausgabe-1/themen-und-beitraege/anne-thurmann-jajesrobert-rehfeldt-and-ruth-wolf-
rehfeldt/#_ftnref14. [back]
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